Next Steps from SEA-TVET Session

1. SEAMEO will collect all contact details and share all information by email and website
2. Sharing curriculum and institution’s brief on Google drive
3. Organise the regular webex meeting for each the study area (SEAMEO Secretariat will invite and provide tutorial)
4. Keep SEAMEO Secretariat in the loop of communication
5. If you are not sure how to continue collaboration → please email to Piyapa or Your group’s coordinator

Contact details at SEAMEO Secretariat

- **General:** Piyapa ([piyapa@seameo.org](mailto:piyapa@seameo.org))
- **Hospitality & Tourism:** Yai ([Pimratchada@seameo.org](mailto:Pimratchada@seameo.org))
- **Electronics, mechatronics, manufacturing:** Cahya ([cahya@seamolec.org](mailto:cahya@seamolec.org))
- **Construction:** Anti ([anti@seameo.org](mailto:anti@seameo.org))
- **Agriculture and Fisheries:** Piyapa ([piyapa@seameo.org](mailto:piyapa@seameo.org))
- **Commerce:** Cynthia and Piyapa ([piyapa@seameo.org](mailto:piyapa@seameo.org))